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Editor's note - The major North American 
television networks now transmit a sine
squared signal for network-testing purposes. 
Test methods employing this signal easily 
detect small abnormalities in the linear
lransmission performance of television links. 
Abnormalities that, although they greatly 
affect the quality of the television picture, 
are difficult to evaluate using conventional 
steacly-slale methods of signal testing. 

\Vhen a television camera scans a vertical 
white line against a black background, the 
camera output resembles a sine-squared 
pulse. This pulse contains frequency com
ponents that extend lowarcl the upper bancl
wiclth of the TV system. For faithful re
production of a televised picture, the entire 
TV system should be capable of passing 
this pulse without undue clistortion or 
change in wiclth or shape. 

Since the reproduced condition of this 
pulse depends on the quality of the TV 
system, i.e., transient response, envelope and 
phase delay, it became apparent that a 
synthetically generated pulse of this type 
1rntilcl make an ideal test signal. Thus 
the sine-squared pulse was born. 

To make this type of test more com
plete, a low-frequency signal, the sin' bar, 
was joined with the sin' pulse to form a 
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Elutronic people, other than those engaged in television work, should also find this 
article of interest. U'here there is a nrcessity for good resolution of phase characteristics, 
the sine-squared testing technique offers great potential in the evaluation of broad-band 
amplifier performance. 

Figure 1. Sine wave with a single cycle indi
cated by the heavier line. 

composite signal that can test the entire 
frequency spectrum of a TV system. 

This composite signal, now available 
irom commercial sine-squared generators, 
can be used in a number of ways. The 
test signal can be coupled directly into a 
camera, link amplifier, or transmitter, and 
the output examined on an oscilloscope. 
Or, during non-Yiewing hours of a TV 
network, the composite signal can be trans
mitted on each horizontal line of the cam
era scan, receivecl at network affiliate 
stations, and examined for distortion. An 
additional method, used by all major net
works, is lo transmit the composite test 
signal during regular viewing hours but 

Figure 2. The single cycle of Figure 1 with 
the base line moved to the bottom. 

only include it in a single horizontal line 
cluring the vertical blanking period. \Vi th 
this latter method, the condition of the 
entire system can he constantly monitored 
throughout the transmission period. Since 
the test signal occurs on a single line dur
ing vertical blanking·, an oscilloscope ca
pable of displaying this line is necessary. 
The Tektronix Spccial-llfodel Type 527 or 
Special-Model Type RMS27 TV Monitor 
can be used for this purpose. 

Sin' Pulse ;md Bar 

One can perhaps best visualize the shape 
oi the sin' pulse by thinking of <t sine 
\\"a\'C with the base line moYed to the bot
tom (sec Figure 1 and 2). The pulse 
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width of the lest pulse is made to be one

hal f of the period of one cycle of the 
upper cutotl frequency of the T\' system. 
Thus the pulse width when used with a 
4 megacycle system is 0.125 microseconcl. 
This time (0.125 µsec) is designated by 

a capital T. A sin' pulse \\·ith a width 

of 0.125 µsec is 6 db clown at 4 megacycles 
and contains practically zero energy at 8 
megacycles. For routine les"ts a sin' pulse 
with a width of 2T (0.250 µsec) can be 
used. A sin' T pulse is shown in Figure 3. 

The sin' bar, also called a \\·hite win
dow, is a combination of a square-wa\'e 
and a sin' pulse. The risetimc and fall
t imc is the same as an integrated sin' 
pulse while the ilat-lop is similar to a 

square-wa\'e. Pulse width of the bar sig

nal is 25 microseconds which is 0.4 I-I. ( H 
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Figure 3. Sin' T pulse. 

is the time-length of one horizontal line, 
63.S µsec). The bar signal is shown in 
Figure 4. 

The composite test signal, with typical 

time spacings is shmvn in Fig. -5. 
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2 

Figure 4. Sin' bar, a combination of a sin' pulse and a square wave. 
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Figure 5. Composite test signal with typical time spacings. 

The Oscilloscope and Sin' 

The type of oscilloscope needed to ex
amine the sine-square signal depends on 
the type of transmission. For example, 
within the studio, where a sine-square 
generator supplies the lest signal continu
ously a triggered oscilloscope sucli as the 
Tektronix Type 524 with adjustable time
base can be used. However, when the test 

signal is present only on a single line oi 
each frame, some method of selecting and 
examining this line must be used. The 
line selector feature of the Tektronix 
Special-1foc!el Type 527 or Type R?-.1527 
allows the operator to select ancl examine 
any line \\·ithin the te]e,·ision frame. Brief
ly, the line selector uses the principle 
of a delayed trigger. 
phanlastron is started 

i\ trigger circuit 
by the Ycrtical 

sync pulse of the recei,·ecl signal. The 
phanlaslron is mixed with each horizontal 
sync pulse of t lie signal am! presented lo 
a comparator. The \·oltage on the opposite 
side of the comparator can be adjusted to 
make the comparator switch on any one 
of the field horizontal sync pulses. The 
output of the comparator is a trigger pulse 
that starts the s\veep in the oscilloscope. 

\\"hen a single line that contains the 
sin' pulse and bar is selected, the Type 
.)27 sweep is set to 0.125 H/CM, and 
since the bar signal is 0.4H, it \vii! oc
cupy 3.2 horizontal centimeters. After the 
bar signal has been examined, the S\\'eep 
control is S\\·itchecl to 0.005 H/CrvI and 
the sin' pulse examined 111 clctail. 

Typical Sin' Response lo Distortion 

The change in shape and size of the 
composite sin' test signal is a direct indi
cation of the kind of distortion a system 
produces. Herc are several examples of 
these changes. 

1. Low-£ requency distortion. This type 
of distortion has its greatest effect on 
the sin' bar while little change is seen 
in the sin' pulse. Depending on the time
conslant of the circuit involved, the bar 
will show: undershoot, overshoot, or 
horizontal tilt. For example, a short time
constant undershoot is a leading-edge roll
off, as shown in Figure 6-a; while a long 
time-constant overshoot is a negative 
tilt (drop in amplitude from leading 
to trailing edge), as shown in Figure 

6-b. 

(A) 

Figure 6. Sin' test signal showing: (a) short 
time constont undershoot, (bl long 
time constant overshoot. 

2. Frequency Response irregularities. 
\\'hen the frequency response is not 
flat across the bancl\\'iclth of the system, 
we get clips ancl ln11111is. These clips and 
bumps on the test signal are actually 
nng111g that is related to the frequency 
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Figure 7. Sin' test signal with dips and bumps 
caused by frequency response irregu
larities. 

irregularity (Figure 7). Once again the 
change in the test signal depends on 
the frequency. 
3. Reflect ions. Since the sin' test sig
nal can he 1 ransmitted (during the \"Cr
tical blanking interval), the nature oi 
reflections caused by multi-path signals 
can be measured. (Sec Figure 8.) 

Figure 8. Sin2 pulse showing a leading and a 
trailing reflection or echo. 

-t. I ligh-irequcncy roll-off (Figure 9). 
The most significant change caused lly 
reduced hand\\'idth is the amplitude oi 
the sin' pulse. And with this re(\\JCe(l 
amplitude, the pulse width increases since 
the area of the pulse represents a clc 
component that remains constant. From 
the appearance of the pulse, you can 

Figure 9. Sin 2 pulse showing distortion caused 
by high frequency roll off: reduced 
height, increased width, and decay
ing ringing. 

estimate the shape of the roll-oii curve. 
For example, a slow roll-off produces 
a large reduction in amplitude with lit
tle, if any, ringing; while a rapid roll
of i (almost a cutoif) affects the ampli
tlHle less, hut docs show considerable 
ringing. 

CAPTURING POWER-LINE TRANSIENTS 

Power-equipment engineers frequently 
find it necessary to measure transients on 
sixty-cycle power lines. The need arises, 
foF example, when working with solid-slate 
power-control equipment. Large yoltage 
transients, introduced through the po\1·cr 
line, can Gtusc cquipmclll malfunction or 
c\·en semi-conductor failures. Cirrnit-brcak
cr testing, where the sudden closure or open
ing oi a circuit inark~ the beginning of a 

test, is another situation requiring transient 
measurements. In these circumstances, it is 
common f01- the engineer to display the 
transient on an oscilloscope; photographing 
the results i or analysis. 

But it is not ahYays easy to photograph 
the transients. 

The power-line wayciorm \\·ith simulated 
transients, shown in Figure 1, will sen·c 
to explain the opera! ing; problems. N oticc 
iirst that transient A exceeds the peak line 
\·oltage; whereas transient B docs not. 
l\oticc also that transient A is a positive
going impulse and transient B is ncgali\·c 
going. 

Photographing transient A would be rel-

by Ron Bell 
Tektronix Field Engineer 

Figure l. Power-line waveform with simulated 
transients. 

atively easy. The oscilloscope triggering; cir
cuits could he adjusted to initiate a sweep 
(1) during a positi\·e-going slope and (2) 
when the instantaneous \"(Jllage exceeds the 
peak-line \·oltagc. Ii, ho\\'ever, the tran
sient occurred later in the cycle, the in
stantaneous transient \·ol\agc would not ex
ceed the instantaneous power-line yoJtage. 
:\s a result, condition (2) would iirncn! 
S\\·ccp triggering. Adjusting the trigger cir

cuits ior a lmYcr triggering level \\"ould re
sult in power~line \Vavefonn triggering. 

To differentiate between transient \"olt
ages and the power-line waveform, the 

sixty-cycle componel\t can be rejected from 
the trigger circuits. This is accomplished 
by operating in the AC LF-REJECT mode. 
fn this mode, the triggering circuits re
spond to the transients as though they 
started al zero volts, regardless of whcll 
they occur during the power-line cycle. 

Using the AC LF REJECT mode, tran
sient B could be photographed by adjust
i1.1g the trigger circuits for triggering dur
ing a negative slope. O!l\"io11sly. it is rare 
that the polarity oi a transient is known be
forehand. In short, ior any one setting 
of the triggering nmtrob, we can display 
either transient A or B, hut not both. If 
transients of both polarities arc to he dis
played, . it is necessary that the triggering 
circuits respond to Loth conrnrrcntly. 

This article describes a modiiicalion to 
pcnnit triggering on plus and 111i11ns slopes 
concurrently. The circ11it information ap
plies specifically to the 530:\-, 5-tOA- and 
550-scrics oscilloscopes. l n general the cir
cuit modification can be applied to other 
instruments (except those with solid-state 
triggering circuits) with only mmor 
changes. 
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Switch fun-ctions not 
shown for simplicity. 
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Figure 2. Modified Trigger-Amplifier Circuit of a Type 530 or Type 540 Series Oscilloscope. 

The moclified-circuit diagram is shown in 
Figure 2. l\' otice that the only aclclitional 
parts required are two T-12G diodes, a 
150 k resistor ancl a 47 k resistor. l\' oticc 
also that the 47 pf capacitor normally con
nected across the plate-load resistor of the 
left-hand triode has been removed ancl that 
the grid of the right-hand triode is ground
ed. 

Circuit operation is almost self-explana
tory. The two Tl2G diodes are normally 
back-biased between the center-tap of the 
voltage divider ancl the quiescent triode 
plate voltages. The sixty-cycle power-line 
waveform (and, of course, the transient) 
is connected to the input connector. 

The time constant of the 100 pf coupling 
capacitor and the 100 K input resistor is 
short enough to effectively block the sixty
cycle component ; while at the same time, 
allowing fast-changing transient \·oltages to 
pass through to the input grid. The two 
triodes are operating as a paraphasc in
verter. If the input transient is positivc
going, it will cause the leit-hand plate 
voltage to go clown. Similarly, if the input 
transient is negative-going, it will cause the 
right-hand plate to go down. 
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A negative-going voltage on either triode 
plate will cause the associated diode to go 
into conduction. \\"hen one of the diodes 
conducts, a negative-going voltage appears 
at the common-anode point. This negativc
going voltage is coupled to the trigger 
multivibrator which, in turn, triggers tl1e 
time-base generator. 

Trigger sens1t1vlly of the modified Cir
cuit is less than normal. Unmodified, the 
triggering circuit will respond to 0.1 volts 
or less. This circuit requires approximately 
1.5 volts. For simplicity, the right-hand 
triode grid is groundecl. Because of im
balance in the triodes and tolerance in the 
plate-load resistors, it is unlikely that the 
plate voltages will lie equal. To avoid the 
possibility of no-signal diocle conduction, 
the diode anode \·oltagcs are lower than 
necessary. This means the triggering volt
age must overcome this back-bias before 
triggering can occur. This should not be 
a handicap, however, since ample trigger
ing voltages are usually available in powcr
line testing. 

Near-normal sens1t1nt1es can he realized 
by replacing the 150 k resistor in the divider 
with a 220 k resistor. It \1·ill he necessary 
to check the plate voltages for imbalance. 
Remm·ing the ground from the right-hand 
triode grid will permit using the TRTG
GERI:t\G LEVEL control to achieve per
fect balance. Oi course, the operator must 
be careful not to disturb this control once 
adjusted. 

To adjust the circuits for correct oper
ation, set the front-panel controls as fol
lows: 

TIME/CM 

5X :tvfAGl\'IFTER 

STABILITY 

TRIGGERI:t\G LEVEL 

2 µsec 

Off 

Preset 

0 

VOLTS/CM 

CALIBRATOR 5 

TRIGGERING AC LF-

MODE REJECT 

TRIGGER SLOPE +Int. 

Connect the Calibrator output to the plug
in input. Starting with the Trig. Level 
Centering Control turned fully clockwise, 
turn it counter-clockwise for a display 

Figure 3. Initial display during adjustment pro
cedure. The vertical deflection factor is 1 volt/ 
cm. The sweep rale is 2 µsec/ cm. 

similar to Figure 3. l\' ext, reduce the ver
tical clcflcction with the Volts/C1vf controls 
until either the upper or lower trace dis
appears. Turn the Trig. Lc\·cl Centering 
Control CC\V to restore the display. Con
tinue to reduce the vertical deflection while 
adjusting the Trigger Level Centering Con
trol until the two traces arc separated by 
1 cm or less. 

To verify your adjustments, connect the 
calibrator output to the External Trigger 
Input connector. Set the Trigger Slope 
Switch to + Ex!. You should be able to 
obtain displays similar to Figure 3 over a 
range of input voltages from 2 to 10 \·olts. 

Details on how this modification might 
he installed in an oscilloscope are left to 
the inventiveness of the reader. Certainly, 
consideration should be given to how fre
quently it might he used. In those situations 
where this mode of operation would be 
used often, a permanent switch function 
\vould seem most convenient. On the other 
hand, for occasional "one-shot" applications, 
it might be simpler to "tack-in" the compo
nents as needed. On those instruments hav
ing an operator's manual compartment in 
the right-hand side panel, one shouldn't 
overlook the possibility o[ mounting a 
chassis clircctly underneath the compart
ment for easy access through the trap
door. 



CER:\MIC STRIP BREAKAGE 
TRACED TO EXCESS SOLDER 

The newer high-density (tightly-notched) 
ceramic strips will sometimes break 1t 
the notches arc o\·cr-fillecl with solder. 
The shrinking of the solder as it cools 
can cause stresses severe enough to crack 
the strip. The shrinking solder tries to 
pull the two encls of the strip together. 

One should take care when soldering 
these strips to use just enough solder to 
cover the wires. The resulting connection 
will be just as electrically sound as when 
the notch is filled. 

The use of Enthoven silvrr-bearing sol
der (instead of Divco), coupled with the 
use of solder in judicious amounts reduces 
the hazard of breakage lo a minimum. 
Enthovcn solder possesses a higher "creep
rate", i.e., it relaxes more quickly after 
hardening. Both Enthoven and Divco sol
der tend to colcl-flow and relieve the ten
sion, the Enthovcn immediately, the Diven 
more slowly. Enthoven solder is identified 
by a star-shaped rosin core; Divco has a 
rouncl core. 

A recent change in the material used 
in the manufacture of our high-density 
ceramic strips should further allevi;1te this 
breakage problem. This new material of
fers increased flexural strength, tensile 
strength and compressive strength. It also 
has a lower thermal expansion which helps 
in thermal shock. An empirical test which 
we developed ior checking thermal shock, 
consists of excessive loading of silver or 
solder in the notches. Under these test 
conditions, the new porcelain material dis
plays a pronounced superiority over the 
old material. 

NE\V NE-23 NEONS VERSUS THE 
OLDER NE-2 NEONS 

From time to time a problem arises 
within an instrument because a 1\E-2 neon 
refuses lo immediately ionize upon appli
cation of voltage. Previously, all neons ex
hibited a touchiness about environmental 
conditions sensitivity to temperature 
changes, light, radiation, etc. A new neon, 
the NE-23, offers a good solution lo this 
problem. A tiny dot of radioacti\'c mate
rial, added lo the glass envelope during 
manufacture, guarantees tl!e immediate ion
ization of the neon gas. 

Modifications now m progress will 
change, wherever possible, the neons in in
struments manufactured by Tektronix, Inc. 
to the new XE-23's. For the present, cer
tain circuits will continue to use NE-2's 
for a specified voltage drop. As selected 
NE-23's become available for these circuits 
they will replace the NE-2 neons. 

BLADE-TYPE ALIGKMENT TOOL 
I MPROVE:'.lffNT 

Our thanks to Bob Nagler, Field Main
land, USAF with the PME Lab. in Ram
stcin AB, Germany, who offers this sug
gestion: 

"\Vhen using blade-type alignment tools 
it is often difficult lo position the blade 
to fit the slot since .the blade cannot be 
seen irom the lop. To remedy this trouble, 
modify the tool as follows: Scribe a line 
across the top of the handle of the blade
lype tool to indicate the position of the 
blade. The scribed line may be filled with 
paint to give better visibility." 

\Ve tried Sgt. Holland's suggestion (see 
Figure 1) and liked the result. 

Figure 1. Scribed line on handle indicates posi
tion of blade. 

TYPE 2B67 TIME-BASE UNIT-COM
PROMISE SETTING OF STAJ3ILITY 
CONTROL CRITICAL 

With the MODE control of the Type 
2B67 Time Base Unit in the SINGLE 
S\VEEP position, current drawn through 
Rl26 (a 220 k resistor) can cause the set
ting of the STABILITY control to become 
quite critical. 

Rl26 functions to keep Ql24 (a 2N2043 
transistor) turned off when the sweep is 
"armed" and the READY light on (ready 
to be triggered). It may pull the plate of 
V135A (;!:? of a 6DJ8 tube) enough posi
ti\·e while in this condition to shift the trig
gerable range of the multivibrator consider
ably. In a typical instrument, the STABIL
ITY control may offer a compromise set-

ting (for operation 111 both NORM and 
ST:'.\GLE S\\'EEP modes) with a range 
of only about 0.5 volt. 

The 220-k value of Rl26 was selected to 
prevent Ql24 from turning itself on with 
collector-base leakage which, according to 
the manufacturer's spec sheet, can be 500 
µamp at 71 ° C. However, experience in the 
field with this instrument indicates a much 
smaller typical value of leakage-so much 
so that most of the current from Rl26 
simply goes to upset the sweep-gating mul
tivibrator's hysteresis range. 

Check the quiescent (READY) value of 
plate voltage al pin 1 of V135A. If plate 
voltage changes by more than about 5 volts 
as the MODE control is moved from 
NOR"Yf to SINGLE SWEEP, try changing 
Rl26 to a value between 470 k and 1 M. 
This will usually help considerably in mak
ing the compromise setting of the STA
BILITY control easier to find and more 
stable. 

Our thanks to Bob Nagler, Field Main
tenance Representative of the Toronto Field 
Office of Tektronix Canacla, Ltd. for point
ing up this problem and offering a solu
tion. 

TYPE 6Rl AND TYPE 6RlA DIGITAL 
Ul\'IT CAUTION 

Ben Franklin, or somebody, once said, 
"A wore! to the \vise is sufficient". The 
word this time is: Always turn off the 
power when removing or replacing circuit 
cards in the Type 6Rl or Type 6R1A Digi
tal Unit of a Type 567 Digital Readout 
Oscilloscope. 

Failure to clo so may cause clestruction 
of some transistors ancl other components 
both in the replacement ancl other circuit 
cards of the Digital Unit. 

Plugging a circuit card into the Digital 
Unit with the power on can cause the 
2B67 Time Base Unit in the SINGLE 
voltage-carrying contacts in the connector 
to introduce voltage to the board's circuit 
(or circuits) a momentary instant before 
other contacts in the connector mate to 
cst;1blish a return-nJltage path. 

\\"hen this occurs, the momentary delay 
may cause a surge of power or generate 
a transient that exceeds the clissipation ca
pabilities oi certain transistors or other 
components in the Digital Unit's plug-in 
circuit cards. 
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TYPE 580 SERIES OSCILLOSCOPES
DIRECT CON'.\ECT10N TO CRT VEI\
TICAL PLATES 

Several circuit changes plus. the const ruc
tion of a balun will allow direct connection 
of signals to the vertical deflection plates 
of the crt in Type 580 Series Oscilloscopes. 
Input impedance is about 50 ohms ( 470 
ohms actual) and sensitivity is about 5 rnlts 
per centimeter depending on the crt. Rise
time is essentially that of the crt deflec-

1/4WAB 1% 
lOOK 365Q 

1.1 

tion structure-about 1 nanosecond. Low
j requcncy cu tot l L/R-risct ime constant 
varies with signal amplitude from about 
20 microseconds a centimeter step amplitude, 
to about 30 microseconds at ;;2 centimeter 
amplitude. 

Rctllrning the oscilloscope to normal op
eration \viii require rewiring the vertical 
output system to the original circuit. 

Figure 2 sho\1·s the new vertical output 

I 
I 374Q 

I SOOQ 
I 
I 

I 374Q 
I lo/o 

'------~--N.:-_....~fVV'---r-,-.O.JLQ..,---,-.0.JLQ..,--.JJLQ..,---.J!!llLJ--,-.0.JLQ..,-' 

~ .2µh lOOK 365Q 
1/4WAB 1% 

L - - - - -

Figure 2. Type 580 Series Oscilloscope - Verticol-output circuit for direct connection to crt vertical 
plates. 

circuit. Figure 3 shows the input connector, 
cables, balun and 107 ohm resistors. The 
cable from the input connector, through the 
balun and to the one deflection plate ancl 
the cable from the input connector to the 
other deilection plate 11111st be the same 
length, and as short as possible (for mini
mum cable loss). 

To construct the balun, first construct 
the transition by se\·ering one of the pieces 
of 93 n cable at mid-point and reconnect
ing the se\·erecl pieces as shown in the 

Ml>.l<.E 4- T0l<NS ON IOI CORI':., -n\E.N 
WlFllOE INIO!;R/oun~ TRAIOSITIO>l, 

"Transition detail" of Figure 3. ?\ext, place 
the transition within the 101 ferrite core 
and pass each end of the cable through the 
core four times as shown in Figure 3. 
Each pass of the cable through the core 
constitutes a turn and each side of the 
transition is considered Y, a turn. 

Parts required: 

Qty. Item 
Tektronix 
Part Ko. 

500 ll pot. 311-056 

101 ~£_ ...--------

TRANSITION DE.TAii.. 

l"OLL.OWISO S'i 4-TVRN'5 MORE'.. 107 107 
Ei'C\-\ PASS OF >\-\E. Cl>.'61..E. "T\.\ROUG14 

Cen+e...- c..onduc+cr 
-to bn:ud. 
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'THE. <:OR€. CONSTl"fU\ES A 'T01<.N 
AND EAC:\.\ SIDE 01" THE. TRANSl.,-10>-l 
IS C01'1S11:>£.RE.o 1/2 01' A T\.IRN. -: 
CA'OLE. T\.\~t:JGl.l CCRE. ANO Cl'\'01...E. 
OIRECT TO CO\JNE.C'TOR. 11\UST 6'E 
1"\.\E. SA""E. LEi..lG.TH, ( 1>,~t> A'S. -A -A I 
SHOR:T AS 1"0SS1eu;. 'FOR. t.1\1.m-
l'/\UM C/>,B\...E. LOSS.) 

l'E.RR\TE'. =R.t IOI ( 27.:0-SIC)) 

Figure 3. Connector detail for direct connection to crt vertical plates - Type 580 Series Oscilloscope. 
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0.0022 µf d ).Ii ca cap. 

37-1 Si, l '/r, ;;2 w, Pree. res. 

36.S n, 1 '/r, % w, Pree. res. 

O.lµf, Cer. Cap. 

0.2 µi fixed coil 

100 k, !4 \\", comp. res. 

-PO Si, 2 \\', comp. res. 

750 n, 5 w, \\'\\', res. 

0.02 µf, Cer. cap. 

GR connector 

Ferrite core, 101 

2 107 n, comp. res. 

2 pc's. 93 n cable of equal 
length 

283-530 

323-152 

321-151 

283-008 

108-008 

316-10-1 

305-471 

308-067 

283-00-1 

none 

276-519 

none 

The 500 n pot installed in this modifica
tion takes the place oi R1293 in the normal 
circuitry. Consult the ":\djust Vertical 
System High-Frequency Compensations" 
section of your Type 580 Series instruction 
manual for instructions on the function of 
this pot. 



PRESENTING THE TEKTRONIX 

TYPE RM564 

RACK-MOUNT STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE 

TH,\C£ 
AUGN1'lLNl 

TYPE 2867 

UP TO 500 CM/ MSEC SINGLE-SHOT WRITING SPEED 

REMOTE CONTROLLED DISPLAY ERASE 

OVER ONE HOUR VIEWING TIME OF SINGLE-SHOT SIGNALS 

SELECT ABLE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL AXIS PLUG-INS 

X-Y DISPLAYS 

SPLIT-SCREEN DISPLAYS 

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR TEKTRONIX FIELD OFFICE OR 
REPRESENTATIVE FOR A DEMONSTRATION OR ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION 
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